1-4 procedures, which search for placements of a starting model within the crystallographic unit cell that best account for the measured diffraction amplitudes, followed by automatic chain tracing methods [5] [6] [7] [8] , have allowed the rapid solution of large numbers of protein crystal structures. Despite extensive work [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , molecular replacement or the subsequent rebuilding usually fail with more divergent starting models based on remote homologues with less than 30% sequence identity. Here we show that this limitation can be substantially reduced by combining algorithms for protein structure modelling with those developed for crystallographic structure determination. An approach integrating Rosetta structure modelling with Autobuild chain tracing yielded high-resolution structures for 8 of 13 X-ray diffraction data sets that could not be solved in the laboratories of expert crystallographers and that remained unsolved after application of an extensive array of alternative approaches. We estimate that the new method should allow rapid structure determination without experimental phase information for over half the cases where current methods fail, given diffraction data sets of better than 3.2 Å resolution, four or fewer copies in the asymmetric unit, and the availability of structures of homologous proteins with .20% sequence identity.
Molecular replacement [1] [2] [3] [4] procedures, which search for placements of a starting model within the crystallographic unit cell that best account for the measured diffraction amplitudes, followed by automatic chain tracing methods [5] [6] [7] [8] , have allowed the rapid solution of large numbers of protein crystal structures. Despite extensive work [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , molecular replacement or the subsequent rebuilding usually fail with more divergent starting models based on remote homologues with less than 30% sequence identity. Here we show that this limitation can be substantially reduced by combining algorithms for protein structure modelling with those developed for crystallographic structure determination. An approach integrating Rosetta structure modelling with Autobuild chain tracing yielded high-resolution structures for 8 of 13 X-ray diffraction data sets that could not be solved in the laboratories of expert crystallographers and that remained unsolved after application of an extensive array of alternative approaches. We estimate that the new method should allow rapid structure determination without experimental phase information for over half the cases where current methods fail, given diffraction data sets of better than 3.2 Å resolution, four or fewer copies in the asymmetric unit, and the availability of structures of homologous proteins with .20% sequence identity.
The limiting steps in molecular replacement are finding the correct location of the starting model in the unit cell and the interpretation of electron density maps produced using the imperfect phase information from candidate model placements. The left column of Fig. 1 illustrates the problem of initial model-building starting with distant comparative models (20-30% sequence identity) that have been correctly placed in the crystallographic unit cell. Automatic chain tracing methods fail on such maps because they often follow the incorrect comparative model (red) more closely than the actual structure (yellow); breaks in the density make it difficult to recover the correct backbone trace. Nevertheless, the maps contain considerable information about the native structure; for example, portions of the starting model that are not within density are generally incorrect.
Structure prediction methods such as Rosetta search for the lowest energy conformation of the polypeptide chain using physically realistic force fields. Based on previous work showing that accurate structures could be obtained from very sparse NMR data sets 15 by using the data to guide structure prediction searches, we reasoned that structure prediction methods guided by even very noisy density maps might be able to improve a poor molecular replacement model before applying crystallographic model-building techniques. We developed an approach in which electron density maps generated from molecular replacement solutions for each of a series of starting models are used to guide energy optimization by structure rebuilding, combinatorial side chain packing, and torsion space minimization 16 . New maps are generated using phase information from the energy-optimized models most consistent with the diffraction data, subjected to automatic chain tracing, and success is monitored through the free R factor 17 .
To investigate the performance of the new method, we obtained 18 crystallographic data sets that had resisted previous attempts at structure determination. We first tested whether a comprehensive set of state-ofthe-art molecular replacement approaches using a range of full-length and trimmed templates and homology models could solve any of these structures (Supplementary Information). We were able to solve five of the structures with both the new method and the existing methods (Table 1) , leaving 13 challenging data sets highly resistant (Supplementary Information section 1) to structure determination (Table 1) . For each of these, we identified homologous proteins of known structure 18 and constructed sequence alignments and starting models 9 from the five closest homologues. Starting models were used to search for up to five Each row corresponds to one of the entries in Table 1 . First row: 6 (2.0 Å resolution); second row: 7 (2.1 Å resolution); third row: 12 (1.7 Å resolution). Left column: correct initial molecular replacement solution (not necessarily identifiable at this stage) using starting model and corresponding density. Middle column: energy-optimized model and corresponding density. Right column: model and density following automatic building using the energyoptimized model as the source of phase information. The final deposited structure is shown in yellow in each panel; the initial model, energy-optimized model, and model after chain rebuilding are in red, green and blue, respectively. The sigma-A-weighted 2mF o 2 DF c density contoured at 1.5s is shown in grey. candidate molecular replacement solutions based on the likelihood of the experimental diffraction data 2 . Electron density maps were computed for each of these solutions, and used to guide energy minimization by first remodelling the unaligned regions and regions which poorly fit the density and then optimizing all backbone and side chain torsion angles. The likelihood of the experimental diffraction data was computed for each optimized model 2 ; if top ranked models were similar (see Methods), a map generated from the highest likelihood model was subjected to automatic chain rebuilding, density modification and refinement 5 . If this succeeded in building the majority of the protein and produced a model with free R factor 17 significantly better than random (R free , 0.4), the structure was considered solved; rebuilt models were further analysed by the crystallographers who supplied the original data. Using this approach, we were able to solve eight of the thirteen challenging cases (Table 1 ). In some of these eight cases, recognition of the correct placement of the model in the unit cell was only possible after Rosetta refinement ( Supplementary Fig. 2) ; in others the correct placement was clear but the density was too poor for chain rebuilding. In two of the cases (12 and 13), even finding the correct molecular replacement solution first required energy-based refinement 12 .
The improvement in electron density produced by density guided energy optimization and autobuilding are illustrated in Fig. 1 . The starting molecular replacement models are often quite inaccurate, and the density generated from these models has breaks within the backbone of the actual structure (left panels). After model rebuilding and energy guided structure optimization, backbone breaks are largely closed and both side chains and backbone are more correctly modelled (middle panels). Automatic chain rebuilding into the improved map followed by density modification and reciprocal-space refinement further improve the model and the density (right panels). For all eight cases, the correlation between the final refined density and density from the original molecular replacement solutions is low, increases significantly after energy-and density-based structure optimization, and still further after automatic chain rebuilding (Supplementary Table 2 ).
For each of the eight challenging cases solved with the new method we also applied a battery of existing methods (Table 1 and Supplementary Information section 1) including simulated annealing in Cartesian and torsion space in PHENIX and CNS 14 , deformable elastic network (DEN) refinement 13 in CNS, and PHENIX Autobuild 6 and ARP-WARP 5 for model-building. As noted above, in two cases Rosetta structure modelling was required for the correct placement of starting models in the unit cell, so the alternative methods could not even be applied. In the remaining six cases, final R free values were lower using the new approach than with any of the existing methods (Table 1 , Fig. 2a ). Whereas conventional simulated annealing in both Cartesian and torsion space had little effect, the recently developed DEN 19 refinement protocol did improve three of the structures slightly, yielding free R values of 0.45-0.46 for these targets. Combination of DEN refinement with the method described here could lead to still more powerful approaches.
To benchmark the sequence and structural divergence where the different methods break down, we studied two different protein families for which a total of 59 different template structures covering a broad range of sequence and structural similarity were available (Supplementary Tables 3-5). Each template was correctly placed in the unit cell, and then improved with either Rosetta energy-and density-based optimization, Cartesian-and torsion-space simulated annealing, or DEN refinement. For each resulting model, the correlation with the density of the deposited structure was evaluated. Automatic chain rebuilding beginning with the superimposed starting models was successful for 18 of the 59 cases, consistent with the observation that molecular replacement often fails with templates sharing less than 30% sequence identity with the target sequence. Torsion-space simulated annealing in CNS before autobuilding allowed solution of two additional structures, DEN refinement, three additional structures, and Rosetta energy-based structure optimization, fourteen additional structures ( Supplementary Fig. 2 and Supplementary Tables 3-5). We found the radius of convergence of the new method can be further extended by guiding energy based structure optimization by the Patterson correlation 20 rather than electron density (see Supplementary Information). This allowed structure improvement and identification of the correct molecular replacement solution in two additional cases ( Supplementary Fig. 2 , compare green The Seqid column gives the sequence identity to the closest homologue identified by HHpred 18 , and is shown in parentheses if this is an NMR structure. The next seven columns give the Rfree of the model produced by different combinations of refinement and autobuilding approaches. The final column gives the Rfree after further refinement by the crystallographer who provided the data. For structures solved by multiple methods, the new method as well as one or more alternative approaches was sufficient (Rfree , 0.4). In the first subset of structures that could only be solved by the new method (only solved by Rosetta), molecular replacement succeeds (in some cases ambiguously) using the template alone but model-building fails; in the second subset, refinement in Rosetta is required for molecular replacement to succeed. Targets that could not be solved by our approach are listed in Supplementary { Solutions for both are essentially correct based on the selenium positions in the anomalous difference Fourier maps calculated from the experimental data. However, structures are difficult to complete to deposition due to some MR solution model bias, poor or disordered density in numerous regions and low resolution. 1 Refinement ongoing.
IThis structure was solved and all tests on this template were carried out using the intact template as a starting point. With this template both the molecular replacement step and subsequent rebuilding required Rosetta modelling for success. After determining the structure and completing the tests we found that it was also possible to solve the structure by molecular replacement if the template were split into two rigid subunits and the two domains were correctly chosen.
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to orange bar); for one of these the improvements were sufficient for autobuilding to effectively solve the structure. Over the combined set of 18 blind cases and the 59 benchmark cases, Rosetta refinement yielded a model with density correlation as good or better than any of the control methods for all but six structures. The dependence of success on sequence identity over the combined set is illustrated in Fig. 2b . The improvement in performance is particularly striking below 22% sequence identity, where the quality of the starting homology models becomes too low for the control methods in almost all cases. With the new method the success rate in the 15-28% sequence identity range, generally considered very challenging for molecular replacement, is over 50%. Figure 2c illustrates the dependence of model-building on the quality of initial electron density. Conventional chain rebuilding requires a map in which the connectivity is largely correct (leftmost panel), whereas the new method can tolerate breaks in the chain more than other methods (panels 2-4), as long as there is sufficient information in the electron density map, combined with the Rosetta energy function, to guide structure optimization. The map on the far right contains too little information to guide energy-based structure optimization and hence the new approach fails. In the five blind cases that have not yet been solved the comparative models may have been too low in quality, or there may have been complications in the X-ray diffraction data sets themselves.
Key to the success of the approach described here is the integration of structure prediction and crystallographic chain tracing and refinement methods. Simulated annealing guided by molecular force fields and diffraction data has had an important role in crystallographic refinement 14, 21 . Structure prediction methods such as Rosetta can be even more powerful when combined with crystallographic data because the force fields incorporate additional contributions such as solvation energy and hydrogen bonding, and the sampling algorithms can build non-modelled portions of the molecule de novo and cover a larger region of conformational space than simulated annealing. The difference between Rosetta sampling and simulated annealing sampling, both using crystallographic data, is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Beginning with the homology model placed by molecular replacement in the unit cell for blind case 6, we generated 100 models by simulated annealing at two starting temperatures, and 100 models with Rosetta energy-and density-guided optimization followed by refinement. The 2mF o 2 DF c (ref. 22 ) electron density maps generated using phases from over 50% of the Rosetta models had correlations 0.36 or better to the final refined map, whereas fewer than 5% of models from simulated annealing had correlations this high. Our approach probably outperforms even extreme simulated annealing because the physical chemistry and protein structural information which guide sampling eliminate the vast majority of non-physical conformations.
Approaches to molecular replacement combining the power of crystallographic map interpretation and structure prediction methodology for the eight difficult blind cases solved using the new approach (Table 1) . For most existing approaches, none of the cases yielded R free values under 50%; DEN was able to reduce R free to 45-49% for three of the structures. For all eight cases, Rosetta energy and density guided structure optimization led to R free values under 40%. b, Dependence of success on sequence identity. The fraction of cases solved (R free after autobuilding ,40%) is shown as a function of template sequence identity over the 18 blind cases and 59 benchmark cases. The new method is a clear improvement below 28% sequence identity.
c, Dependence of structure determination success on initial map quality. Sigma-A-weighted 2mF o 2 DF c density maps (contoured at 1.5s) computed from benchmark set templates with divergence from the native structure increasing from left to right are shown in grey; the solved crystal structure is shown in yellow. The correlation with the native density is shown above each panel. The solid green bar indicates structures the new approach was able to solve (R free , 0.4); the red bar those that torsion-space refinement or DEN refinement is able to solve, and the purple bar those that can be solved directly using the template.
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are likely to become increasingly useful in the next few years. First, the number of already-determined structures will continue increasing, making it increasingly likely that there will be a structure with the required .20% sequence identity: the chance there is a structure with a sequence identity of 20% or greater is more than twice that of finding a structure with at least 30% sequence identity 23 . Second, as more work focuses on proteins that cannot be expressed in Escherichia coli, the currently preferred methods for experimental phase determination based on selenomethionine replacement may be more difficult to apply. Finally, as protein structure modelling algorithms improve, better initial models should further increase the radius of convergence of the approach.
METHODS SUMMARY
Starting models (templates) for molecular replacement were generated by searching the PDB using HHpred 18 for proteins likely to have structures related to the query. Starting models were constructed from alignments generated by HHpred. Unaligned residues were removed from the template and non-identical side chains were stripped back to the gamma carbon (CG), as suggested in previous work 9 . An initial Phaser search with a low rotation function cutoff (50%) and modest packing threshold (up to 10 clashes) was used to find up to five putative molecular replacement (MR) solutions for each template. Each MR solution for each template was used to obtain an initial estimate of phases and the corresponding sigma-A-weighted 2mF o 2 DF c density map was generated 22 . Gaps in the initial alignment, as well as regions around deletions, were rebuilt using the Rosetta loop modelling protocol 12 , which alternates insertion of short fragments with similar local sequences and cyclic coordinate descent (CCD) closure 24 . Twenty-four rounds of side chain rotamer optimization and side chain and backbone torsion-space minimization were then used to optimize a linear combination of the Rosetta all-atom energy and a term assessing agreement to the electron density. Following the energy-and densityguided refinement, models were ranked based on the Phaser log-likelihood score. The highest ranked models were then subjected to a second round of modelling using the Rosetta iterative rebuild and refine protocol 12 constrained by density. After this final round of refinement, the model with best agreement to the experimental data (highest likelihood) was used to either find additional models in the asymmetric unit, or as a starting point for Phenix AutoBuild.
The procedures described here require considerable computation as up to several thousand Rosetta models are generated for each structure, typically requiring 0.5-1 h per structure of CPU time. We have developed automated procedures in Phenix (phenix.mr_rosetta) that use Rosetta and Phenix modules to carry out and extend many of the methods described here with density modification and density averaging, potentially allowing fewer Rosetta models to be used. All the methods described in this paper are available in release 3.2 of Rosetta. Rosetta and simulated annealing. For blind case 6, 100 models were generated using either simulated annealing with a start temperature of 5,000 K, simulated annealing with a start temperature of 50,000 K, or Rosetta energy-and densityguided optimization. The correlation between 2mF o 2 DF c density maps computed from each structure and the final refined density was then computed; the starting model has a correlation of 0.29 and the distributions of the refined models are shown in the figure. Rosetta models have correlations better than the initial model much more often than simulated annealing.
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METHODS
Preparation of templates and identification of initial molecular replacement solutions. For the application of the new method to blind cases, templates were identified using HHpred 18 . For both the blind and benchmark data sets, HHpred was used to generate initial alignments. We prepared templates by removing all unaligned residues and stripping all non-identical side chains to the gamma carbon (CG), as suggested in previous work 9 . An initial Phaser search with a low rotation function cutoff (50%) and modest packing threshold (up to 10 clashes) was used to find up to five putative MR solutions for each template. In two blind cases (12 and 13 in Table 1 ), Phaser was unable to locate the correct configuration of a molecule using the template alone, but modelling in Rosetta without density-fitting constraints before Phaser search enabled discovery of the correct rigid-body placement of the molecule, with very low Phaser translation function Z-scores (TFZ) of 4-6 (after solving 13, it was discovered that breaking the template into two rigid subunits enabled solution of the molecular replacement problem). If point-group symmetry was present in the templates, the initial search (and subsequent steps) were carried out both with monomeric and multimeric models (see subsection on symmetric modelling into density below). Rebuilding and refinement into density. Each MR solution for each template was used to obtain an initial estimate of phases and the corresponding sigma-Aweighted 2mF o 2 DF c density map was generated 22 . Gaps in the initial alignment, as well as regions around deletions, were rebuilt using the Rosetta loop modelling protocol 12 , which alternates insertion of short fragments with similar local sequences and CCD closure 24 . Twenty-four rounds of side chain rotamer optimization and side chain and backbone torsion-space minimization were then used to optimize a linear combination of the Rosetta all-atom energy and a term assessing agreement to the electron density. Agreement to density was computed using an extension of a method previously developed for building into cryo-electron microscopy density 25 . Density was calculated from a model using a single-Gaussian approximation to atomic scattering factors. Correlation coefficients between model and map were calculated for each residue: the computed density includes all atoms in the residue and the backbone in the two flanking residues on each side, and the correlation is taken over a mask extending 5 Å from each atom. Scores are proportional to the negative log probability that observed correlations occur by random chance, assuming a normal distribution; parameters are trained matching randomly oriented fragments into synthesized density. In all cases, density was truncated at 3 Å .
Following the energy-and density-guided refinement, models were ranked based on the Phaser log-likelihood score. The highest ranked models were then subjected to a second round of modelling using the Rosetta iterative rebuild and refine protocol 12 constrained by density. Regions that deviated the most from the current estimate of the electron density were rebuilt; clashes between crystallographic (and non-crystallographic) contacts were also always rebuilt. For each template carried over to the second round (typically the top-scoring 3-10 models from the previous round), 2,000 Rosetta models were generated. The likelihood of the diffraction data was again computed using Phaser for the lowest-energy 10% of models, and if the five highest likelihood models were in the same rigid-body configuration (that is if they had density correlations above 0.2 with each other), they were used to re-phase the density and an additional round (24 cycles) of side chain optimization and refinement was carried out in Rosetta. If the top-scoring models differed, then additional templates were considered (if available) or Rosetta homology modelling was used to perturb the initial structures before molecular replacement.
After this final round of refinement, the model with best agreement to the experimental data (highest likelihood) was used to either find additional models in the asymmetric unit, or as a starting point for Phenix AutoBuild. In cases where the R free was better than random but higher than 0.4, and a majority of residues were placed, additional refinement was carried out using models produced by AutoBuild, which allows for recovery from sequence alignment errors. The bond lengths and bond angles were first replaced with ideal values with small compensating changes in the torsion angles to minimize the change in interatomic distances, and the idealized models were then subjected to 48 cycles of side chain rotamer optimization and side chain and backbone torsion minimization. In the first 24 cycles, the Rosetta all-atom energy function was optimized, and in the final 24 cycles a weighted sum of Rosetta all-atom energy and the fit-to-density energy described above was optimized. Refinement of symmetric complexes into density. Key to solving many of the blind cases was proper treatment of symmetry. In cases where there is point-group symmetry in the asymmetric unit (either from the template or subsequently discovered by molecular replacement search) or there is close contact between crystal partners, the Rosetta symmetric modelling framework 26 was used to reduce the size of the conformational space which must be searched. This occurred in blind cases where either there was point-group symmetry in the template(s) (6 in Table 1 ), point-group symmetry was found during the Phaser search (13), or tight crystal contacts formed point-group symmetry (8 and 10). In these cases, Rosetta optimizes only the torsion angles in one subunit and the rigid-body degrees of freedom of the corresponding symmetric group. The energy is calculated explicitly over a non-redundant subset of atoms for computational efficiency, but the fit to density is calculated without symmetrization. This is similar to the ''strict formulation'' of symmetry introduced in ref. 27 .
Symmetric modelling in Rosetta requires that the energy of a symmetric complex be expressible in terms of a single subunit or as pairwise interactions between this subunit and other ones. Minimization also only considers gradients from these components. To take advantage of Rosetta's symmetric modelling with asymmetric density data, the gradients of each subunit with respect to the fit-to-density energy must be mapped to a single subunit. The score of a residue i's fit to density is just the sum of the fit-to-density scores over all of i's copies. As a first approximation, the gradient at i can be computed as the combined gradients of all of i's copies, rotated by the symmetry operation to rotate the subunit containing i's copy to the one containing i. Unfortunately, although this approach correctly handles gradients of internal torsions, the gradients at each symmetric degree-of-freedom are not correctly handled. Proper handling takes advantage of the formulation from ref. 28 to efficiently convert Cartesian gradients to torsion-space gradients. For each atom in the symmetric complex, we compute F 1 and F 2 corresponding to the unrotated gradient with respect to the fit-to-density score. For internal torsional degrees of freedom, the rotation applied to each F 1 /F 2 just maps each subunit back to the asymmetric unit. At each symmetric degree of freedom we apply a corresponding symmetry operation; for example, in D3 symmetry (a dimer of trimers) the degree of freedom corresponding to the ''spin'' of the trimers applies the rotation used to transform between trimers to all the F 1 /F 2 's in one of the trimers. Refinement against the Patterson function. In benchmark cases where the Phaser translation search failed to find the correct molecular placement even when many potential solutions were considered, we conducted refinement against the Patterson function. A score function was implemented that assessed the correlation between the computed and experimental Patterson map (next paragraph). The map was truncated to between 3.5 Å and 10 Å resolution (in reciprocal space) and 5 Å to ,75% of the template diameter (in real space). Starting models used the same templates and rebuilding procedure as the density refinement. Because the correct rotation is not known at this stage, the molecule orientation was randomized at the beginning of each refinement trajectory and constraints on backbone atoms were used to prevent the molecule from rotating more than ,5u from this starting orientation.
The scoring function we optimize is the weighted sum of Rosetta's all-atom potential function and the correlation between the calculated Patterson map and the observed Patterson map. To make this tractable in Rosetta refinement, which may require tens of thousands of score-function evaluations per trajectory, simplifications are necessary. Directly computing Lp calc =Lx requires three fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) per atom. However, since what is needed is not Lp calc =Lx but instead the sum L X map p calc p obs =Lx, FFTs can be used to compute the change in correlation at every position in the map at once (where p is the Patterson density and r is the real-space density):
Assuming a fixed B-factor over the molecule, this requires just 3 FFTs per atom type (the correction terms that make this not just the overlap integral but a true correlation can be folded into the same FFT). Then, given a model to refine against the Patterson map, we compute equation (1) once, sum over all the symmetric orientations of the space group, and interpolate the gradient at each atom's position. Given sufficiently fine sampling, this gives a very close approximation to the true derivative in a small fraction of the CPU time.
For side chain optimization, where we must rescore the Patterson correlation for exponentially many combinations of side chain rotamers, exact computation is also intractable. However, first computing the density r calc of the backbone only, then computing the correlation scores for each side chain rotamer independently, provides a reasonably good approximation with only several hundred to several thousand function evaluations (one for each rotamer). Torsion space simulated annealing with DEN restraints. As a control, we ran torsion-space simulated annealing with DEN restraints 13 on the blind tests and on the complete benchmark set of structures related to PDB entries 1XVQ and 1A2B. Using the same template and placement used by Rosetta refinement, initial homology models were built in Modeller 29 (using the same alignment used by Rosetta). DEN refinements were carried out using the refine_lowres.inp script distributed
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with CNS version 1.3 as a template. The results of these analyses for the benchmark set of structures are shown in Supplementary Tables 4 and 5, and for the blind  tests, as part of Table 1 . Massive-sampling simulated annealing. To test the role that massive sampling around the conformation of the input structure plays in the success of our new methods, we developed an 'extreme simulated annealing protocol', where 1,000 models were produced by simulated annealing refinement, the best of these models is used as the starting point for automated model rebuilding, density modification and refinement with PHENIX, and the resulting model is used as the starting point for a second iteration of the procedure. In this procedure, simulated annealing was carried out in phenix.refine using the flag 'simulated_annealing 5 True' and the default starting temperature of 5,000 K. Implementation in Phenix and Rosetta. The procedures described here require considerable computation as up to several thousand Rosetta models are generated for each structure, typically requiring 0.5-1 h per structure of CPU time. We have developed automated procedures in Phenix (phenix.mr_rosetta) that use Rosetta and Phenix modules to carry out and extend many of the methods described here with density modification and density averaging, potentially allowing fewer Rosetta models to be used. Beginning with correctly placed templates (including all copies of each molecule, and placed domains for 13), each of 13 blind test cases in Table 1 can be solved with phenix.mr_rosetta using 20 Rosetta models during each rebuilding cycle, yielding free R values of 0.42 or lower (mean R free 5 0.33), and requiring from approximately 30 to 130 CPUhours to complete.
All the methods described in this paper are available in release 3.2 of Rosetta. An application, 'mr_protocols,' is included which was used (together with Phaser and Phenix Autobuild) to generate all the results in this paper. The flags files used for Rosetta are shown below.
Comparative modelling (with target sequence target.fasta, alignment target_ template.ali, and template template.pdb) in the context of density: -database $DB -MR:mode cm -in:file:extended_pose 1 -in:file:fasta target.fasta -in:file:alignment target_template.ali -in:file:template_pdb template.pdb -loops:frag_sizes 9 3 1 -loops:frag_files aa1xxx_09_05.200_v1_3.gz aa1xxx_03_05.200_v1_3.gz none -loops:random_order -loops:random_grow_loops_by 5 -loops:extended -loops:remodel quick_ccd -loops:relax relax -relax:default_repeats 4 -relax:jump_move true -edensity:mapreso 3.0 -edensity:grid_spacing 1.5 -edensity:mapfile target.map -edensity:sliding_window_wt 1.0 -edensity:sliding_window 5 -cm:aln_format grishin -MR:max_gaplength_to_model 10 -nstruct $STRUCTS In cases where Rosetta was used to 'pre-refine' the structure before Phaser, the same command line was used without the -edensity:* flags. Modelling with symmetry used the flags above in addition to the flag '-symmetry_definition symm.-def', where symm.def defines the symmetry in the template. Symmetry definition file creation is automated using a script; see the Rosetta documentation for more details.
Additional refinement (both after comparative modelling and after autobuilding in some cases): -database $DB -MR:mode relax -in:file:s rosetta_model.pdb -relax:default_repeats 4 -relax:jump_move true -edensity:mapreso 3.0 -edensity:grid_spacing 1.5 -edensity:mapfile target.map -edensity:sliding_window_wt 1.0 -edensity:sliding_window 5 -nstruct 5
Comparative modelling against the Patterson function (the experimental Patterson map, target_pat.map, is computed outside Rosetta): -MR:mode cm -in:file:extended_pose 1 -in:file:fasta target.fasta -in:file:alignment target_template.ali -in:file:template_pdb template.pdb -loops:frag_sizes 9 3 1 -loops:frag_files aa1xxx_09_05.200_v1_3.gz aa1xxx_03_05.200_v1_3.gz none -loops:random_order -loops:random_grow_loops_by 5 -loops:extended -loops:remodel quick_ccd -loops:relax relax -relax:default_repeats 2 -relax:jump_move true -edensity:grid_spacing 1.6 -edensity:mapfile target_pat.map -edensity:use_spline_interpolation true -edensity:realign random -edensity:use_symm_in_pcalc true -edensity:patterson_lowres_limit 3.5 -edensity:patterson_hires_limit 10.0 -edensity:patterson_minR 5.0 -edensity:patterson_maxR 14.0 -edensity:patterson_B 0.2 -edensity:patterson_cc_wt 0.5 -cm:loop_rebuild_filter 500 -cm:aln_format grishin -cm:max_loop_rebuild 10 -cm:min_loop_size 4 -MR:max_gaplength_to_model 10 -nstruct $STRUCTS Most of the data used in this paper is available at http://www.phenix-online.org/ phenix_data/terwilliger/rosetta_2011/ (additional blind cases will be made available as the structures are deposited).
